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Spending an Easter holiday in Maldives is truly egg-citing!
Celebrate age-old traditions and make new treasured memories
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this Easter in the Maldives. From a Michelin star chef pop-up,
underwater Easter egg hunt to creative Easter crafts, this Easter
in Maldives will be one to remember. Enjoy these �ve unique
experiences this Easter holiday in Maldives.

1. Underwater Egg Hunt at Baros Maldives 

Featured Image: Baros Maldives

Experience an egg hunt like never before this Easter in Maldives!
Baros Maldives is hosting an underwater Easter treasure hunt in
the turquoise lagoon. Snorkel in the shallow waters hunting for
the hidden surprises.

2. Liyelaa Jehun Easter Egg Decorating at Milaidhoo
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Featured Image: Milaidhoo

Milaidhoo presents a new take on Easter egg decorating. Inspired
by Maldivian heritage, decorate wooden eggs in the style of
Liyelaa Jehun, traditional Maldivian lacquer work. Under the
guidance of artisans, guests can create unique works of art, and
take home their lacquered Easter eggs as a memory of their
Easter holiday in Maldives.

3. Egg-citing Kids Krafts at Kandima Maldives

Featured Image: Kandima Maldives

All the little bunnies visiting Kandima this Easter will enjoy all the
egg-citing activities planned at the Kandiland, the island’s Kid’s
Club. The three-day program from April 6-9, 2023, includes Easter
egg decorating, bunny crafts, festive cookie decorating and an
Easter egg piñata. Little artists will love the special string art
workshop to learn the technique to create a colorful manual or
sea-inspired artwork. The little ones will be thoroughly
entertained with all the festive activities this Easter holiday in
Maldives.

4. Spanish Easter Delights Pop-Up by Michelin Star Chef,
Begona Rodrigo at Le Meridien Maldives
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Featured Image: Chef Begona Rodrigo

Acclaimed Michelin star chef, Begona Rodrigo will host an
exclusive Easter Delights pop-up from April 7 to 10, 2023. Chef
Begona won the �rst edition of Top Chef Spain, and was named
the best cook in the Valencian Community. She will treat guests
to a Spanish gastronomical experience of two special dinners
with bespoke tasting menus plus an evening of Petit Plates this
Easter in Maldives.

5. Pirate Themed Easter Extravaganza at Amilla Maldives Resort
and Residences 

Featured Image: Amilla Maldives Resort and Residences

Amilla Maldives Resort and Residences invites travelers to
celebrate Easter in Maldives Treasure Island style! Guests can
expect a jam-packed lineup of events and activities inspired by
Robert Louis Stevenson’s classic tale. Treasure this Easter in
Maldives with activities like Easter circus school, crafty pirate
activity, Long John Silver’s pool party and map making. But don’t
go overboard on the pirate treasure island cruise!
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